2021 Road Map
The 3-Month Miracle
that Pollo will Accomplish
Do you know bDollar and MIDAS Dollar? Was anyone just
watching their success with a finger in their mouth?
Currently (March 2021), bDollar is 300 million dollars on TVL
and MIDAS is about to hit 30 million dollars.
I’ m sure that at first, most people didn’ t understand all the
hype and enthusiasm around bDollar, and that by the time
they ac tually understood how it worked, the price had
bounced so much that many couldn’ t get in on it at that
point.
However, don’ t worry, Pollo is only just starting on the 17th of
March 2021.
What you’ re about to see next is the Roadmap to your
dreams becoming a reality in the 3-month miracle!

Q1

January 2021

The Pollo Team formed!
An ofﬁcial Twitter accounted started up!
A project to make Basic Income a reality was established after many discussions
with DeFi developers, cryptocurrency and economics experts/scholars and
marketers.

Q2

March 17, 2021 at 12:00 (UTC)

There have been no prior sales for Pollo Swap, and no
particular people will get special or favorable treatment.
Every person starts equally and fairly at the same time,
and anyone can realize these opportunities.
As you know, as time passes, the APR of Yield Farming
tends to decline. Therefore, we recommend you gather as
much PoFi as possible during these early stages.
Violent fluctuations in token price may be experienced,
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Pollo Swap will open!
36,000PoFi will be sold on bounce.ﬁnance ( 1BNB = 50PoFi )

but it may be a great opportunity if PoFi is cheap. Why
you ask? Because people participating in Pollo Swap can
starting in Q2 with special conditions.
In addition, 60% of the 5% Deposit Fee will be used to
Burn PoFi, so it can be expected that the price of PoFi will
stabilize or rise. The cheaper that PoFi is, the more that
can be Burnt.
If there is someone you love or care about, secretly tell
them about this ‘3-month miracle’ that is about to
happen.
I’ m sure that they will get to experience the miracle that
will start with these 3 months, and they will be sure to be
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take part in Pollo Basic Income (seigniorage protocol)

thankful to you for the rest of their lives. And from Pollo
to you, the spreader of love and happiness, we will give
back to you in the form of a referral bonus to add a bit of

Please see details about the referral bonus on the
Telegram.

Q&A

When should I start participating in Pollo?

You can participate at any time.
The only difference is that it’ s up to you whether you want to experience
the miracle for the full 3 months or whether you just want to take part in it
for the last month. I’ d say that the people who know about this project
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love and happiness into your life too.

right from the start are the happiest of all though! The people who are
going to miss out the most are the ones who don’ t participate even

In late March 2021, you can acquire PDO and sPDO
through PoFi Pair!
PDO (Pollo Dollar) is an algorithm stable coin, and it has
the same properties / characteristics as bDollar’ s BDO.
sPDO (share Pollo Dollar) is a token that gives you the
right to receive PDO, and it has the same properties /
characteristics as bDollar’ s sBDO.
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though they are aware of Pollo’ s Roadmap.

Please see the following for the Farm Pool that is planned
for launch:

Earn PDO by PoFi-BNB
Earn PDO by BUSD (Deposit Fee 4%)
Earn PDO by PoFi (HOT!!)
Earn sPDO by PDO-BUSD
Earn sPDO by sPDO-BUSD
Earn sPDO by PoFi-BUSD
Earn sPDO by PoFi-BNB
Earn sPDO by PoFi (HOT!!)
That isn’ t all though. We are currently planning to create
a Pollo Basic Income whitelist listing all the people who
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Earn PDO by PoFi-BUSD

own more than a certain amount of PoFi who will have
first. We will announce more about this when the time
comes.
So what do you think? I hope you understand why it’ s
important that you start to gather as much PoFi as early
as possible.

Q2 -2

April 2021

Pollo Basic Income will open!
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the right to participate in Pollo Q2 (Pollo Basic Income)

We have finally reached the implementation phase of
Basic Income which has been the hopes and dreams of

Have you got enough sPDO reserved? Please ensure you
receive the seigniorage benefits.
Once you gain enough profit to be able to support your
everyday life, please start by reducing the amount you
work.
Then, please face the things you’ ve always wanted to do.
Maybe get involved in volunteer work in your community,
Or take an interest in poverty issues and disasters.
Watch movies all day from classics to trash.
Enjoy a better meal than what you’ re used to.
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the Pollo Team.

Gift your family and loved ones with presents.
Don’ t worry about tomorrow and do what you love all
night whether that be gaming with friends or watching

I think we all know that this is the best way to stay
healthy!

Pollo Vaults will open!
Are you enjoying the PDO that you’ re acquiring through
Pollo Basic Income?
At the same time, I’ m sure that there are some of you
out there who don’ t even have the time to press the
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sports.

Claim Reward button each day. Or maybe some of you
are looking for somewhere to leave it with a bet ter
interest rate.

will use your precious funds to gain compound interest
automatically for you. All you need to do is to leave your
LP there!
All that Pollo Vaults asks for in return is a very small
amount in handling fees that are necessar y for
continuous operation.
In addition, while you leave your LPs in the Vaults, you’ ll
gain Double Rewards on the following:
PoFi
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This is where Pollo Vaults comes into play. Pollo Vaults

PDO
sPDO
and more
This is sure to be the most generous reward in the
industry! It would be silly not to utilize it!
You, the ones who are able to gain this wonder ful
experience, should have secured enough sPDO through
Pollo Basic Income through acquiring PoFi through Pollo
Swap 3 months ago.
Congratulations!

Q 3 Fall 2021
The organization of the DAO
will commence!

( Decentralized Autonomous Organization )

What will happen to Pollo after the 3-Month miracle is
over? This is actually where Pollo truly begins because
Pollo aims to be a DAO.
The Pollo Team does not plan to continue being the
managers and organizers of this forever. We wish for a
future where it is independently managed by a
decentralized community.
We hope for this because we put the profit of the people
who par ticipate in the Pollo communit y f ir s t and
foremost. This is much more important than our own
profits.
During this phase, the Pollo Team will be working hard to
hand over everything to the DAO.
They say that old soldiers never die, they only fade away.
This is the final job of the Pollo Team.

All operational authority will be handed over to the DAO!
Once the transition is complete, I’ m sure that the community will utilize the new
ideas and resources to draft, vote on and implement new projects and services for
autonomous management and operation.
A leverage farm could be developed, or NFTs could be issued. Or maybe an offline
volunteer team could be formed. Any of these ideas could work! Discussions
around what Pollo needs and who Pollo is needed by will be had within the DAO
I’ m sure.
As stated in the Whitepaper, there is scholarly value in the full account of this
transition to DAO. Once the economic expert / scholar in the Pollo Team has
completed their paper, they will present it at the Academy, so please look forward
to this.
I’ ve said this many times before, but Pollo exists with you.

Are you still unsure even
after seeing this Roadmap?
DeFi in the cryptocurrency world is specifically in the mouse
year. I’ m sure many of you are sick of hearing about the coin
that was only worth $1 yesterday being worth $20 today,
aren’ t you?
Pollo’ s activities will also leave great results in just a few
months.
It’ s unfortunate that the number of people that the Pollo
Team can reach is limited. When looking back overall, I’ m
sure that there will have been many more people who realize
the existence of Pollo after the events are over.
In other words, if you’ re reading this Roadmap, you’ re one of
the lucky ones.
There may come a time when you realize that not participating
in it despite knowing about Pollo’ s activities was a huge
mistake. Be aware of the risks of investing and don’ t forget
about the DYOR mentality, but at the same time, don’ t miss
your opportunity to ride that big wave either!
We will realize the happiness of you and the Pollo community.
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PVL

